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INTESA SANPAOLO IS THE ONLY ITALIAN BANK IN THE CDP 

CLIMATE CHANGE “A LIST” 2022 

 

 
Turin - Milan, 13 December 2022 – Intesa Sanpaolo is the only Italian bank included in CDP’s 

Climate Change “A List”. CDP is a global environmental organization that provides a global system 

for measuring and disseminating information relating to environmental impact, using detailed and 

independent methodology. The Climate Change “A list” comprises 283 companies which have 

distinguished themselves for corporate transparency and performance on climate change, out of 

nearly 15,000 scored worldwide on environmental themes. CDP's annual assessment process is 

widely recognized as the gold standard of corporate environmental transparency. 

 

CDP has recognized Intesa Sanpaolo’s comprehensiveness of disclosure, awareness and 

management of environmental risks and demonstration of best practices associated with 

environmental leadership, such as setting ambitious and meaningful targets.  

 

The inclusion of Intesa Sanpaolo in CDP’s A List follows its recent confirmation – as the only Italian 

bank – in the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index and Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index, 

among the most important global and European stock exchange ESG indices. 
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About Intesa Sanpaolo  

Intesa Sanpaolo is Italy’s leading banking group – serving families, businesses and the real economy – with a significant 

international presence. Intesa Sanpaolo’s distinctive business model makes it a European leader in Wealth Management, 

Protection & Advisory, highly focused on digital and fintech. An efficient and resilient Bank, it benefits from its wholly-

owned product factories in asset management and insurance. The Group’s strong ESG commitment includes providing 

€115 billion in impact lending by 2025 to communities and for the green transition, and €500 million in contributions to 

support people most in need, positioning Intesa Sanpaolo as a world leader in terms of social impact. Intesa Sanpaolo is 

committed to Net Zero by 2030 for its own emissions and by 2050 for its loan and investment portfolios. An engaged 

patron of Italian culture, Intesa Sanpaolo has created its own network of museums, the Gallerie d’Italia, to host the bank's 

artistic heritage and as a venue for prestigious cultural projects.  

News: group.intesasanpaolo.com/en/newsroom/news  

Twitter: twitter.com/intesasanpaolo     

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/intesa-sanpaolo  
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